
One Minute GOLF TIPS 
‘WHERE PASSION MEETS PERFORMANCE’ 

 

 

NOWHERE TO GO 
 

The object of this ‘One Minute Golf Tip’ is to ‘Improve Your Game’ quickly and easily. 

 

‘IF YOU HAVE NOWHERE TO GO, YOU WILL GO NOWHERE’! 
 

We often talk about ‘Precise Target’ and ‘Taking Dead Aim’. You must simply think 

that way every shot every round! The best variety of ‘Golf’ is what ‘The 555 Team’ calls 

‘A To B Golf’. That is ‘Straight Line Golf’. It never fails! 

 

‘Aim At That Quarter’! It is a ‘Precise Target’. Why a ‘Quarter’? Because the ultimate 

‘Target or Resting Place For The Ball’ we accomplish on very hole is the ‘Bottom Of The 

Cup’ where the ‘Pin Hole’ is located. This ‘Pin Hole’ is the size of a ‘Quarter’! Why not 

shoot at the ‘Bull’s Eye’? Getting it close always makes the next shot easier! 

‘BILLIARDS GOLF’! There is no greater cost for ‘Taking Dead Aim’ than just slashing 

away in the direction of the green while hoping you can land on it somehow! And the 

results are mush better when you focus on a precise destination. Your scores will go 

down. 

 

Are you delighted to just finally get on the green? Of course! But, if you have the 150 

foot green as your ‘Target’, you are effectively giving yourself a 150 foot cup to shoot at! 

I would take that any day. If I were to be able to just hit that ‘150 Foot Cup’ and call it 

‘Holed’, watch out PGA leaders! There is no risk in ‘Shooting At The Cup’. There are 

manifold rewards! If you strike the Ball at a ‘150 foot Island Green’ and miss by a foot? 

SPLASH! If you are coming at the same ‘Island Green’ but have the 4.25” Cup or 

“Quarter’ as your Target and miss that by a foot you are a ‘Kick In Birdie’! 

 

Play well! 

 

 

 

 

“Welcome Aboard!” 

  “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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